
Revised POI Error Dispute Standards for
Improper Merchant Surcharging
Topic(s): Chargebacks, Fraud/Risk, Merchant, Rules/Standards

May Apply To: Acquirers Issuers Processors

Summary: Mastercard is revising the requirements for chargeback message
reason code 4834 (Point-of-Interaction Error) for Intra-European
and Inter-European transactions only.

Action Indicator: M Mandate

Effective Date: For transactions processed on or after 13 October 2017.

An immediate effective date applies when both the issuer and
merchant are located in Switzerland.

Background
Improper surcharging violating both Mastercard Standards and merchant
country laws can cause a poor consumer experience and misperception of
payment cards, as well as high transaction abandonment. The cost of such
surcharging often exceeds the actual cost of the transaction and also causes
cardholders direct financial loss. In situations where improper merchant
surcharging is applied to an intra-European or inter-European transaction,
Mastercard will permit the amount of the surcharge to be disputed with a
chargeback. This is a simplification of dispute resolution processes, as such
disputes are currently raised using compliance case filing procedures. For
interregional transactions, issuers may continue to dispute improper merchant
surcharges by filing a compliance case. In addition, a compliance case may be
filed to dispute improper ATM surcharges.

Overview
Mastercard will permit merchant surcharges improperly applied to
intra-European and inter-European Mastercard transactions to be charged back
using message reason code 4834 (Point-of-Interaction Error). For Maestro,
the chargeback reason code will be 4831 (Disputed Amount). For purposes
of this chargeback right, an improper merchant surcharge is one which is not
explicitly permitted by the Mastercard Rules or local law. Only the partial
amount reflecting the improper surcharge may be charged back.
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If the merchant surcharge is explicitly permitted by an applicable law, it is
no longer considered improper. The applicable law would be that of the
merchant’s country as indicated in the transaction details. The acquirer must
document the Mastercard Standard or the applicable law that permits merchant
surcharging in the second presentment.

Overview of Revised Standards
Please review the revisions to the publication indicated in the following table
and make appropriate plans to support the revised Standards.

Effective Date Changes to Standards in… Will be Published in…

13 October 2017 Chargeback Guide Chapter 2—Dual Message
System Chargebacks

Mastercard will incorporate the revised Standards into a future edition of this
manual. The manual is available on Mastercard Connect ™ via the Publications
product.

Revised Standards—Chargeback Guide
Mastercard will revise the Chargeback Guide to include these Standards.
Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated with a
strikethrough.

Chapter 2—Dual Message System Chargebacks

Chargeback Message Reason Codes

The following sections present a summary of processing requirements.

First Chargeback: MTI 1442

This table presents processing requirements for First Chargebacks.

Function Code 450 (Full)/453 (Partial)

Chargeback Message Reason Codes
Documentation
Required Time Frame

4834 Point-of-Interaction Error No Sometimes 120
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Point-of-Interaction Error (Reason Code 4834)

The issuer may use message reason code 4834 when the cardholder contacted
the issuer alleging one of the following:

• The cardholder paid twice for the same transaction using two different
forms of payment

• The cardholder’s account has been debited more than once for the same
transaction using the same form of payment

• The cardholder was billed an incorrect amount

• Cash was not properly dispensed by an ATM

• The cardholder’s account has been debited more than once for the same
ATM transaction

• The cardholder was billed for loss, theft, or damage in the same transaction
as the underlying initial service

• A dispute regarding POI Currency Conversion (Dynamic Currency
Conversion)

• The cardholder was billed an unreasonable amount (Intra-EEA Transactions
Only)

• The cardholder paid an improper merchant surcharge (intra-European and
inter-European transactions only)

• The merchant processed a credit (instead of a reversal) to correct an error
which resulted in the cardholder experiencing a currency exchange loss.

Issuer Chargeback

Improper Merchant Surcharge (intra-European and inter-European
transactions only)

Chargeback condition. An improper merchant surcharge was applied to the total
transaction amount

Timeframe. One of the following:

• 120 calendar days from the Central Site Business Date

• 120 calendar days from the delivery date of the goods or services

DE 72 (Data Record). SURCHARGE

Supporting Documents. One of the following:

• A copy of the cardholder’s receipt or invoice showing the improper surcharge.

• A cardholder letter, email message or completed Dispute Resolution
Form—Point-of-Interaction (POI) Errors (Form 1240) describing the cardholder’s
complaint in sufficient detail to enable all parties to understand the dispute.
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Acquirer Second Presentment

Improper Merchant Surcharge (intra-European and inter-European
transactions only)

Second Presentment Condition. The acquirer can provide specific evidence of
proper processing in response to the cardholder’s claims.

Time Frame. Within 45 calendar days of the chargeback settlement date

IPM Second Presentment Message Reason Code. 2700 (See Corresponding
Documentation/Chargeback Remedied)

Supporting Documents. The merchant’s explanation and documentation.

Notes. A merchant or acquirer statement merely asserting that the merchant
surcharge is permitted by Mastercard Standards or applicable law is not a valid
second presentment. The documentation must specifically cite the Standard or law
relied on or explain in reasonable detail why the chargeback is invalid.

Appendix B Chargebacks—Maestro POS Transactions

Intra-European and Inter-European Message Reason Code
4831—Disputed Amount

The following sections describe the proper use of message reason code 4831.

Proper Use of Intra-European and Inter-European Message Reason
Code 4831

The issuer may use this message reason code as follows:

• The cardholder’s account has been debited for an amount that is higher
than the original purchase amount.

• The cardholder paid an improper merchant surcharge (intra-European and
inter-European transactions only).
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• Unreasonable Amount (Intra-European Economic Area [EEA] transactions
only). Issuers in EEA countries may use this message reason code if the
cardholder alleges that the amount of an authorized transaction for the
purchase of goods or services was unreasonable, and all of the following
conditions are met:

– The exact transaction amount was not specified at the time the
cardholder engaged in the transaction, and

– The transaction amount exceeded what the cardholder could reasonably
have expected, taking into account the cardholder’s previous spending
pattern, the conditions of the cardholder agreement and the relevant
circumstances of the case.

• The cardholder paid for goods or services by other means (for example,
with a different card or via bank transfer).

Proper Use for Issuer’s First Chargeback

Improper Merchant Surcharge (intra-European and inter-European
transactions only)

Chargeback Condition. An improper merchant surcharge was applied to the total
transaction amount

Time Frame. One of the following:

• 120 calendar days from the Central Site Business Date

• 120 calendar days from the delivery date of the goods or services

DE 72 (Data Record). SURCHARGE

Supporting Documents. One of the following:

• A copy of the cardholder’s receipt or invoice showing the improper surcharge.

• A cardholder letter, email message or completed Dispute Resolution
Form—Point-of-Interaction (POI) Errors (Form 1240) describing the cardholder’s
complaint in sufficient detail to enable all parties to understand the dispute.

Proper Use for Acquirer’s Second Presentment

The conditions shown below represents a valid options that the acquirer may
choose to process a second presentment for message reason code 4831.
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Improper Merchant Surcharge (intra-European and inter-European
transactions only)

Second Presentment Condition. The acquirer can provide specific evidence of
proper processing in response to the cardholder’s claims.

Time Frame. Within 45 calendar days of the chargeback settlement date

IPM Second Presentment Message Reason Code. 2700 (See Corresponding
Documentation/Chargeback Remedied)

Notes. A merchant or acquirer statement merely asserting that the merchant
surcharge is permitted by Mastercard Standards or applicable law is not a valid
second presentment. The documentation must specifically cite the Standard or law
relied on or explain in reasonable detail why the chargeback is invalid.

Questions?
Customers with questions about the information in this bulletin should contact:

Dispute Reolution—Europe

Email: dispute_resolution_europe@mastercard.com
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